
Minutes, Occupy Helena 11th General Assembly of 1/14/2012

(Red Atlas, Staggering Ox)

 
Present: Emily (facilitator), Sue, Sandy, Debra, Jan, Gary (minutes) 
Mission statement was read; hand signals were shown.
  
Announcements:
 
The Red Atlas is now charging a $25 fee for use of the room, or alternatively the group may purchase at 
least $25 total from the menu.
 
Debra volunteered to facilitate the Jan 28 GA.  Sandy volunteered to take minutes.  The question was 
raised if we should have a GA every two weeks rather than every week.
 
PROPOSED: Comm. Conn. Workgroup proposes that OH host a rally to thank the MTSC for upholding 
the 1912 Corrupt Practices Act in defiance of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision; 
to protest that ruling; and to advocate for Constitutional amendment nullifying CU and corporate 
personhood; to be held 1/21/12, including guest speakers, rally at capitol complex, educational materials 
and mic check summary. CONSENSUS

Discussion of pros/cons of political/politician speakers

Debra couldn’t get here until late: reported on facilitator’s packet; missing minutes from 11/19/11 and 
12/10/11; draft list of workgroup memberships; suggests numbering GAs; create and maintain running 
list of proposals receiving consensus

CC/DA will meet Mon., 1/17/12, 6:30 p.m., Helena Library

Newsletter deadline tomorrow; short pieces on Dec. 17 and Corporation from Sue and Debra; publish 
Jeff’s piece? (check for ok)

Membership drive/long-range planning discussion; suggestions:

● Regular, topic-oriented events (foreclosures, climate change, student debt, etc.) to connect with 
groups individuals focused on them; e.g., topical Comm. Conn. series

● Outreach to friends/acquaintances
● Warmly welcome newcomers
● Designated welcomers at events
● Publish “why I Occupy” items
● Form coalitions with groups working on same issues (don’t re-invent the wheel)

Item’s for next GA agenda:

1. Should GA remain weekly or go to bi-weekly?
2. Politicians as speakers at OH events?
3. Future HCTV plans?
4. Talk about possibilities for F29 (OWS doing something in conjunction with nationwide efforts): 

ALEC (corporate lobbying group)-focused


